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1EA

Freundlichkeit ist…
Zeit zusammen zu verbringen.
immer ehrlich zu sein.
respektvoll zu sein.
Freunden zu helfen.
immer hilfsbereit zu sein.
ein Geschenk zu machen.
immer selbstlos zu sein und immer an andere zu denken
zusammen zu lachen.
einen Rat zu geben.
einer Person zu zuhören.
sich zu umarmen.
eine andere Person anzulächeln.
sich zu vertrauen.
eine Party zu machen.
einen Freund zu schützen.
Trost zu geben.
einer alten Person den Platz im Bus anzubieten.
etwas zu essen oder zu trinken zu offerieren.
verständnisvoll zu sein.
Freundlichkeit ist…ein grosses Geschenk!
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1EB
While talking in class about kindness,
Somebody said it’s quite priceless.
A present that is free,
no one can disagree,
being kind to each other is timeless.

1EC
The meaning of kindness is:
Love, because you need
To show other people fondness
To be a kind person. And the
Most important thing to do is
Respect, because without respect you are nobody
To be kind you also need to
Be generous and honest with our parents
And friends

1ED
They told us “write poems for Christmas”
We spoke of good acts and, forgiveness.
Give your friends advice
Or try to be nice
That is the magic of Kindness.
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1EE
To me, kindness is worth more than a great love for the whole humanity.

Kindness is an act of free donation, without expecting anything back.

It is the language that deaf can hear and the blind can see.
It is a rainbow in somebody’s cloud.
It is like snow, it beautifies everything it covers.

It means being nice to everyone:
it is a life choice and a hope which raises our spirits.
It is a gift everyone can afford to give.

A wonderful way to let another struggling soul know that there is still love in this
world.

Do a kind act daily.

Kind to everyone
Increase your love
No to violence
Don’t be a bully
Nice to everyone
Everyone wants to get along
So be nice
Smile and choose kindness.

You’ll never regret being kind.
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1EF
Kind words are
Important everyday
Never stop
Doing it when it’s grey
Never stop
Emitting a bright ray
Support who needs it
Say thanks throughout the way

1EG
To me, kindness is many things in one: It should be everyone’s religion.
No act of kindness, no matter how small, is ever wasted.
It doesn’t cost much money, it doesn’t take much time, and makes everyone
smile.
We say, “THANK YOU”. We say, “ PLEASE”.
We don’t interrupt or tease. We don’t argue, we don’t fuss.
It is a language that everyone can understand: it is never too late to learn
and speak it.
It’s not judging people because you don’t even know what sort of struggles
they are getting through.
Kindness is an act of free donation: when you give, don’t expect anything
back.
Thank our parents for their daily efforts.
Smiling, being ready to listen to the others.
Showing mutual respect.
Give a hand whenever someone needs it.
Do all things with kindness.
Be kind today.
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1MA
Freundlichkeit ist
an die anderen denken
nicht die Lügen sagen

Freundlichkeit ist
Umarmung wenn man ist traurig
und die anderen lustig

Freundlichkeit ist
wenn du deinen Freunden hilfst
und ist ein Gefühl
ist sehr wichtig für eine gute Gemeinschaft

Freundlichkeit ist
altruistisch sein
freundlich sein mit Personen und Tieren

1MB
One smile can make your day better.
It makes you forget the bad things.
It is important for relationships.
A warm smile is the universal language of kindness.
No act of kindness, no matter how small, is ever wasted.
Kindness is the language which the deaf can hear and the bind can see.
Wherever there is a human being, there is an opportunity for kindness.
Kindness is everything in life.
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1MC
Kindness is saying thank you and please
Kindness keeps peace
Kindness is a sea
That makes you free.

Spread love everywhere you go
And that will make your heart glow
Happy shopping at the mall
Merry Christmas to you all

2EA
What wisdom can you find that is greater than kindness?
Spread a little kindness
everywhere you go.
Let that kindness
from your heart gently flow.
Kindness can transform common days into thanksgivings,
turn routine jobs into joy and
change ordinary opportunities into blessings.
A warm smile is the universal language of kindness.
A little hug can give you so much joy.
Take care of your garden; fill it with sunshine,
and remember to smile.
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It is saying thanks.
It is also apologizing.
Kindness is not in the face;
it is a light in the heart.
It is all we need nothing apart.
Kindness counts.

2EB

To me, kindness is the best medicine for the human soul.
Our daily bread and everyone’s cup of tea.
What wisdom can you find that is greater than kindness?
Kindness can transform common days into thanksgivings, turn routine jobs into
joy and change ordinary opportunities into blessings.
It is keeping the door open for everyone.
It means mutual help: never take it for granted.
A warm smile is the universal language of kindness.
It is saying thanks. It is also apologizing.
Giving a hand when someone needs help.
Kindness is not in the face; it is a light in the heart.
It is a cold steel, that can defeat many wars.
It makes you a better individual.
Kindness is like taking care of a common garden.
Kindness is all we need for a better world.
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2EC

Kindness is like the butterfly effect,
every act has a result.
Kindness is when you have empathy
and you help other people.
Kindness is a language to improve
the life of people.
Kindness is when you change the world.

2MA

When you give a simple smile,
A small compliment,
A helpful advice,
Or just being there for someone,
That’s called kindness.
Everyone should try to be a rainbow
In someone’s cloud,
So that our world,
Can shine like the sun
Because kindness is the light of our life.
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2MA
Quand dans notre vie il y a de la gentillesse,
Cela nous rend plus heureux que n’importe quelle richesse.

Se mettre à disposition des autres
Et aider les personnes
Peut rendre votre vie vraiment mignonne.

Pas moins important c’est le respect
Dans tous les domaines et tous les aspects.

Suivre les normes, voilà la politesse,
Rien d’exceptionnelle mais cela a aussi sa joliesse.

Laissez tomber offense et grossièreté,
Laissez avancer la compréhension et la générosité.

Oubliez la méchanceté et le mépris,
Pour purifier votre esprit.

La gentillesse, c’est moi, c’est toi, c’est nous…
La gentillesse est partout.

Et nous sommes arrivé à la fin de ce poème sur la gentillesse.
La 2MA avec Kevin, Vanessa, Annick, Iman, Martina, Brenda, Carolina, Loris et
Andrés vous embrasse avec tendresse!
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2MB

Kindness is …
Giving your time;
Being nice to everyone;
Respecting

other

Worrying about
Opening
Hugging

the

each

door

someone

people;

when

to

other;
everyone;
he/she

needs it;

Helping people without asking for anything in return;
Thanks
Grazie
Merci
Danke
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